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When they began this campaign Camel’s market share among underaged
smokers was 3 percent. Within 3 years
of Joe Camel, the cartoon character,
the giveaways, the promotional items,
underage market share jumped to 13
percent—13 percent who would likely
become long-term smokers.
Although Congress banned television
advertising in 1970, the companies routinely get around it through the sponsorship of televised sporting events.
Marlboro did an analysis of an automobile race they sponsored. Again, it is
against the law to advertise on TV. It
was found that the Marlboro logo was
seen 5,093 times during this televised
broadcast race, accounting for a total
of 46 minutes of exposure during a 93minute program. That is probably better than if they were buying 30-second
spots to sponsor the show directly.
Data from the Federal Trade Commission shows how much the industry
spends, which has increased dramatically over the last twenty years.
In 1975, the industry spent $491 million. In 1995 alone, tobacco manufacturers spent $4.9 billion—$491 million in
1975; by 1995, $4.9 billion. On Tuesday,
the Federal Trade Commission released
their most recent numbers from 1996
showing that advertising expenditures
increased 4 percent over 1995. The industry spent in 1996 over $5 billion.
We are helping, however, because the
industry is able to deduct these expenses. Generally, they can deduct 35
percent of these expenses through their
business operations. In 1995, this subsidy—our contribution to hooking
kids—amounted to $1.6 billion in lost
revenue to the Federal Treasury.
This is not an insignificant amount
of money. In fact, year by year, the
amount of tax expenditures on advertising that the industry has won
through this provision of the Internal
Revenue Code has increased. In effect,
we are subsidizing them to conduct Joe
Camel campaigns. We are subsidizing
them to build peer acceptance and peer
pressure for young people to smoke. In
1995, the cost of the cigarette advertising deduction covered the total amount
the
industry
spent
on
coupons,
multipack promotions, and retail
value-added items, like key chains and
giveaways, in addition to point of sale.
In fact, many of these items are the
things that kids like the most—the
jackets, the T-shirts, and the hats. The
things that are trendy among young
people are effectively paid for by the
tax deduction.
Over the last few decades, the industry has changed some of their tactics,
but their goal remains the same. With
the demise of television advertisements—I must point out at this time
that there are some commentators who
suggest that the reason the industry
was so cooperative in ending television
advertising at that time, the late 1960s,
was
because
there
were
good
antismoking commercials on TV that
began to have an effect—that people,
when
confronted
with
a
good

countercampaign, begin to think twice.
But, nevertheless, the industry is off
the air. But what they have done is
shift their approach.
You can see from this chart, which
depicts various categories of advertising, that biggest jump—from 1985 to
1995—was in the area of specialty
items. These include shirts, caps, sunglasses, key chains, calendars. In 1985,
the industry spent $211 million. By
1995, they were spending $665 million.
Again, these are the types of promotional items that are most appealing to young people. The industry has
increased their expenditures on public
entertainment. Public entertainment
includes the sporting events and other
public events, which mean exposure to
a wide audience, but is significantly
comprised of children.
Spending has declined in newspaper
and magazine advertising. Once again,
this is a changing strategy, but a very
consistent goal; to fill the ranks of
dying smokers each year with a new
generation of Americans.
Now, let us put this in perspective.
The industry is spending $4.9 billion on
advertising. That is double the Federal
Government appropriations for the National Cancer Institute and four times
the appropriation for the National
Heart, Lung and Blood Institute. In
1995, the tobacco industry spent, as I
said, $4.9 billion on advertising, 40
times the amount we are spending on
lung cancer research.
There are issues before us with respect to the Constitution, the first
amendment. Indeed, I think my legislation is within our province. Clearly, it
does not run afoul of the first amendment, which none of us in this Chamber would like to do. I believe the restrictions in Senator CONRAD’s bill
would stand constitutional muster. It
is clear these provisions, removing the
deduction, stand strongly in support of
the first amendment.
Mr. President, we have to act, and we
have to act promptly. There are literally thousands of children each day
who are becoming addicted to tobacco.
They will die prematurely. We can save
many of them if we act. The industry
has demonstrated through many, many
years that they are dedicated to the
bottom line and are indifferent to the
health of the American children. It is
our responsibility to protect the children of this country. We should have
no illusion. They will only stop targeting children when it costs them money.
We should ensure, at a minimum, that
we do not subsidize their appeal to
children, we do not support their efforts to target children, and that we
will disallow their deduction if they do
not change their practices and begin to
advertise responsibly to the adults of
this country and not the children of
this country.
Mr. President, I yield back the remainder of my time.
Mr. BROWNBACK. Mr. President, I
ask unanimous consent to use up to 15
minutes of the time Senator HAGEL
was allotted this morning.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. (Mr.
SMITH of Oregon). Without objection, it
is so ordered.
RELIGIOUS PRISONERS
CONGRESSIONAL TASK FORCE
Mr. BROWNBACK. Mr. President, I
take this opportunity to introduce to
the Senate and to the United States
the formation of the Religious Prisoners Congressional Task Force, which
will advocate for religious prisoners
suffering persecution from foreign governments.
This bicameral, bipartisan task force
was founded by Representative JOE
PITTS, from Pennsylvania, who has
been the leading force on this, and myself. We are also joined by Senator JOE
LIEBERMAN, from Connecticut, and
Representative TONY HALL, from Ohio,
on this joint task force. I would also
note at the very outset that many
Members are active in this work and
have been for a number of years, such
Members as FRANK WOLF, from Virginia, who for years has advocated for
those who have no voice, who are prisoners of conscience in dirty cells and
jails around the world; people like Senator LUGAR in this body, who has done
so quietly and effectively with many
leaders of Government as have other
leaders as well. And there are many ongoing efforts along with this task force
we are announcing here today.
As leaders in a nation which ardently
values religious freedom—indeed, our
Nation was founded upon the principle
of religious freedom—we take this opportunity to intervene at the highest
levels for those whose greatest crime is
to express a belief in the divine, in God.
It is my personal conviction that what
one does with one’s own soul is the
most fundamental of human rights. I
believe this is a fundamental liberty
with which people throughout the
world are endowed, the inherent right
to do this, to freely express their faith.
Yet national governments routinely
breach this right and wrongfully silence peaceful minority faith communities and jail their leaders.
The statistics are striking. Fully
one-half of the world’s religious believers are restrained by oppressive governments from freely expressing their
religious convictions. One-third to onehalf of the world’s believers are forced
to meet clandestinely in underground
cell groups or home churches, such as
occurs frequently in China and Iran
and many other places around the
world.
Religious persecution is waged internationally from the highest levels of
government, particularly Communist
and ultranationalist countries. One
successful strategy is to intimidate and
control believing communities by incarcerating respected religious leaders,
bringing the full weight of a national
government against key individuals.
These prisoners suffer abuses including
beatings, torture, extended incarceration and even death unless intervention is made. Such violations strike at
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the heart of the religious communities
while
blatantly
breaching
international treaties and fundamental
human rights standards. We have the
legal mandate for this action.
Through this task force, we will appeal to heads of state, both to obtain
release of key religious prisoners and
to help change antagonistic policies.
Individual prisoners will be assigned to
individual task force members through
this advocacy adoption program.
When congressional Members petition Government leaders, the lives of
religious prisoners change. Experienced
human rights groups confirm this as
well as some of our task force members
such as TONY HALL and JOE PITTS, who
confirm that such intervention improves prison conditions, stops torture
and, most importantly, results in prisoner releases.
Ultimately, the joint effort of several
Members can influence hostile national
policies for the good. Moreover, task
force members will engage in joint protests with members from the British
Parliament who have implemented a
similar prisoner adoption program,
providing further weight to this advocacy.
As I speak to you today, thousands
are sitting in cramped and dirty cells,
for no other reason than that they
peacefully expressed their religious beliefs. Most are nameless and lack advocates, yet they are the Sakharovs and
the Solzhenitsyns of our day, and they
deserve our help.
The national cases that we will advocate involve advocacy for embattled religious leaders in the Sudan, Pakistan,
China, Iran, and Tibet and include persecuted Christians, Tibetan Buddhists
and Bahais. The following case profiles
of incarcerated believers worldwide illustrate the extremities faced by these
communities.
In China, one of the people we will
initially be advocating for is Bishop
Su. He is a 65-year-old Catholic bishop
who has already spent 20 years—20
years—in jails and work camps. His
crime is that he believed in papal authority, which is prohibited by the
Government, and refuses to join the
state-authorized
Catholic
Church,
which rejects the Vatican. Previously
he was severely tortured but continues
to refuse to recant his faith.
Also in China, Pastor Peter Xu, the
Protestant leader of a 3- to 4-million
member Christian movement, has been
sentenced to 3 years in a forced labor
camp for his peaceful but unofficial religious activities. His case highlights
the plight of unregistered Christian
groups which are forced to meet clandestinely to avoid arrest and harassment. Such house churches remain unregistered so that they can freely practice their faith without Government
control and censorship. These underground movements constitute a majority of practicing Christians in China,
and their leaders constantly face arrest
and incarceration.
In Iran, the task force has targeted
four Bahais leaders who have been sen-

tenced to death for the simple reason
of their religious associations. They
are presently incarcerated and awaiting execution. The death sentence is no
idle threat. Over 200 Bahais have been
executed, including women and teenage
girls. And this just since 1979.
In Pakistan, four Christians have
been falsely charged with blasphemy
against the Prophet Muhammed. If
convicted, they will be executed. Blasphemy charges are potent weapons of
intimidation and control of minority
Christian communities in Pakistan.
Sometimes violence erupts against entire towns. For example, last year in
Shantinagar, a Christian town—we
have a picture of this that I would like
to show the body—20,000 were rendered
homeless after a mob looted and ravaged for 2 days as police stood by and
watched.
This is a picture here that we have of
a family in that community that was
dislocated when the mob violence came
and the police stood idly by.
In Tibet, the 11th Panchen Lama of
Tibet, a 6-year old boy, has ‘‘disappeared’’ and most likely is being held
by the Chinese Government along with
his family, in an attempt to control
the Tibetan Buddhists. This is a deep
assault on the Buddhist faith which
honors this figure as second only to the
Dalai Lama, who is now also outlawed.
Tibetan Buddhists are suffering a systematic policy of eradication with
monasteries being razed and monks
and nuns incarcerated. One prison
alone boasts over 100 monks and nuns
who are presently jailed just for their
faith. This does not include the unknown numbers incarcerated in the
other six prisons.
I want to show some pictures to the
body of people who have been incarcerated, penalized, and attacked by governments for simply practicing their
faith. We remember those people pictured in various places throughout the
world that you can see, pictures of individuals who are being persecuted for
their faith.
This is another picture of people who
are practicing their faith clandestinely
at a place in the world where they cannot practice their faith in the open.
The gentleman’s picture over here to
the far right is also a true case of an
individual blindfolded and being attacked for his own faith. Even though
he is blindfolded and you cannot see his
eyes, you can sense in his face that
here is a man of faith who knows what
he is facing, knowing that death is potential, and still standing for his faith,
for that simple right to do with his
own soul what he sees fit. Isn’t it right
for us to advocate for those who cannot
advocate for themselves? Isn’t it up to
this body and many others to say that
this is a fundamental human right,
that this man should have an advocate,
that we should be standing with him as
he stands there for the simple reason of
his own faith, whatever that faith
might be? This is a foundational
human right. It is time we stood up,

stepped forward and spoke out around
the world to the world’s governments
where half of the people live who cannot practice their faith freely. This is
the time for us to do that. I hate to
think that we will not step up or we
will not be up to the cause of the moment, people such as this gentleman,
who stands and faces so much more.
Mr. President, in conclusion, we hope
that the Religious Prisoners Congressional Task Force, along with many
other efforts, will be a voice for religious freedom internationally. Our
goal is the release of prisoners who
have taken a stand for religious liberty, those who have paid the high
price of loss of freedom and threat to
life and even death. They deserve our
advocacy for this most personal of
human rights, this most important of
human rights, to freely express a belief
in God.
With that, Mr. President, I yield the
floor.
I note the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk proceeded to
call the roll.
Mr. GORTON. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
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THE CORPS OF ENGINEERS
SWEEPSTAKES II
Mr. GORTON. Mr. President, these
remarks are the second in a series that
I call ‘‘The Corps of Engineers Sweepstakes.’’ Two or 3 weeks ago I was on
the floor to speak about a series of
foot-dragging and irrational decisions
on the part of the Corps of Engineers in
an area that affects not only your
State and mine, including its proposal
to bury an archeological site on which
a 9,000-year-old human skeleton had
been found. Because of the wishywashy answers on that subject from
the corps, there is now included in the
supplemental appropriations bill about
to be discussed on this floor a prohibition against the corps destroying that
archeological site.
But the corps is at it again, another
installment in the comedy of errors.
The bureaucrats in the Army Corps of
Engineers office in Walla Walla, WA,
have taken it upon themselves to promote and publish a survey of public
opinion on the removal of four dams on
the lower Snake River. The corps right
now, today, is in the process of distributing this survey to some 12,000 people.
Sending out a survey to 12,000 people to
determine what they think about removing dams is one thing. But if you
are the winner in this sweepstakes and
get one of the surveys in the mail, out
of the envelope drops a $2 bill. The
corps is using $24,000 in taxpayers’
money just to put $2 bills in the envelope that contains the survey.
But that is not all. You get $2 for
being the passive recipient of the survey. If you fill it out and send it back

